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-Automatically attains the highest levels of motivation on boss battles -Automatically attains the
highest levels of motivation on combat scenarios. -Automatically eliminates all mobs from all
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scenarios and removes all their items. -Automatically provides unlimited daily resources, power, and
mana. -Automatically starts a new scenario when an old one is complete. -Automatically starts an

Endless scenario on each respawn -Automatically recreates the scenario when you switch to a
different save file. -Automatically recreates the scenario when you load a saved game and quit it.

-Automatically recreates the scenario when you load a saved game and cancel the loading.
-Automatically allows you to roam the map for free with unlimited resources and no restrictions.

-Automatically starts as a full-party and full-strength. -Automatically grants the player the highest
levels of advancement on the creature progression system. -Automatically grants the player the

highest levels of advancement on the scenario progression system. -Automatically grants the player
the highest levels of advancement on the training hall progression system. -Automatically allows you
to heal health and mana (can be eliminated by following the map). -Automatically allows you to heal
exploration, dodge and evasion (can be eliminated by following the map). -Automatically allows the
player to do 15 minutes of long range hunting. -Automatically allows the player to do 30 minutes of
long range hunting without possessing any weapon other than a standard weapon. -Automatically
allows the player to do 15 minutes of long range hunting without possessing any special weapon.
-Automatically allows the player to do 30 minutes of long range hunting without possessing any

special weapon other than a special weapon. -Automatically allows the player to use all his special
armor talents and accessories. -Automatically gives the player the highest level of EXP gained from
Experience points. -Automatically raises the player's skill level for the first time that a skill reaches
the maximum level. -Automatically enables the use of the Escort Talent. -Automatically enables the
use of the Indestructible Talent. -Automatically enables the use of the Heroic Condition (effectively
grants a character the remaining health levels). -Automatically enables the use of the Regenerative
Talent. -Automatically prevents the player's health to fall below 100% -Automatically preserves the

player's health on death. -Automatically allows the player

Features Key:
Look at a picture of yourself and see how well you did with a second screen. Do much

better? Find how to improve it.
Work hard but also have fun: You can choose when to work on your picture and when to play.

Share your scores with your friends online.
Personalize your own button area.

Watch a few seconds of some awesome scenes captured by our photo model.
Also learn how to become a photo model yourself in this great game.
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